
Each day this week all year groups have held a
remembrance service in assembly. Students were
treat to a performance from our Year 10 dancers, our
cadets, a poem reading from Mr Murray and Mrs
Dreyer.
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Next week is Anti Bullying week. 
As the Designated Safeguarding Lead & Head of Student Support, I will be delivering an assembly
covering bullying and all areas of Safeguarding. 
Students will be made aware of the forms of abuse which can unfortunately take place. The aim of
the assembly is to educate pupils on what is right and what is wrong. In addition to this, most
importantly, pupils need to be aware of who they can report this information to keep them safe. 
Students and parents/carers can access our SOS system 24/7 to report a concern, which is on our
main page on the website.  
If you have any concerns regarding a child please complete the SOS form, or email
d.menear@ndacademy.co.uk 
Alternatively you can ring 999 or for Childrens services 03000 267 979 (Option 1, then 2, followed by
option 3) 

BEING SAFE

Mrs Menear
DSL

Need someone 
to talk to?

ONLINE SAFETY
TIPS

Ways to tackle this is to are: 

Report the concerns to the website/provider. 

Block the perpetrator. 

Delete the app. 

Report your concern to the police with evidence. 

Cyber bullying is “repeated negative behaviour that is intended to make others feel upset,

uncomfortable or unsafe.” Cyberbullying is bullying which takes place online. It can

involve anything from sending messages to posting offensive comments to uploading and

sharing private or embarrassing photos. It is classed as an indirect form of bullying when

compared to verbal or physical bullying, given it usually takes place through a digital

device. However, for those experiencing bullying behaviour, the consequences can be just

as serious and have far reaching effects. 

It is also important to remind parents/carers that it is your responsibility to monitor your

child's internet use to ensure they are safe, remain safe, be kind and report and concerns

to a trusted adult. Please always refer to the age restrictions for games & social media

webpages. Ages restrictions are in place for a reason, this is to protect children. 
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The GirlsGetSET scheme is aimed at
girls and consists of multiple Science,
Engineering and Technology-related
activities run over an academic year.
The focus of this project is to educate
and demonstrate to students that
careers within these subjects are
exciting and challenging, and enable
them to be creative and to use their
imagination. GirlsGetSET inspire girls to
consider the massive opportunities
open to them if they consider a career
in SET (Science, Engineering and
Technology).  GirlsGetSet started on
Wednesday (8/11/'23) 🙂 and this year we
have two GGS teams taking part.  Two
groups from NDA (Year 9 and Year 8
girls) will be working on the topic of
crude oil. They will compete with other
groups from various schools. They will
also be working towards achieving an
Industrial Cadets Silver & Bronze
Awards. Let’s wish them the best in
everything they do ! 

GIRLS GET SET IS BACK!



YEAR 11 SPOTLIGHT

EVENTS

Monday 13th Nov Tuesday 14th Nov

Wednesday 15th Nov

Friday 17th Nov

Thursday 16th Nov

9am - Chemistry

11:30am - Spanish

Reading

9am - Maths 3

11:30am - Food and
Nutrition

11:30am -
Computer
Science

9am - Physics

9am - Geography - Human

11:30am - History: Germany

9am - Design and

Technology

11.30am - 

BTEC Sport

2pm - Spanish Listening


